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The Hawks had what might have been their best offensive game of the season against a top 5 defense. 
At the very least, it was their best offensive game since Dec. 31 at Philadelphia. They lost both games 
because of lackluster defense and shaky late-game execution. 

•

Depending on your view, it could either a good sign that the Hawks showed the ability to score against 
good defensive opponents or a bad sign they squandered those efforts when they finally got them. Or 
maybe another way to look at is the Hawks have shown they can play consistently effective defense so 
maybe not doing it this game was a fluke and their offense is finally ready for the playoffs. 

•

Josh Smith didn’t sound too worried. “It wasn’t like we got blown out of the game,” he said. “If we didn’t 
compete at all, then I would be concerned.” 

•

But there is a worrisome disconnect with the Hawks when it comes to their offense. It’s been that way 
since I’ve been around and it was brought into sharp relief while listening to Larry Drew and Joe 
Johnson talk about the offense after this game. 

•

Drew: “We had enough stuff that I knew we wouldn’t be predictable offensively in what we did. We run 
things where we put things in Joe’s hands but, for the most part, we had good ball movement, we share 
the basketball and we get things moving from one side to the other.” 

•

Joe: “Down the stretch, I just figure you have got to put the ball in the hands of your playmakers. Point 
blank. The Knicks did it all game. [Carmelo Anthony] shot 32 times, man. They made sure they got the 
ball to the right man.” 

•

The Hawks didn’t do that? “Naw,” Joe said. “Not when we needed buckets.” So that means he should 
have gotten the ball more? “Of course. I always want the ball down the stretch.” But weren’t the Knicks 
forcing the ball out of your hands? “Naw. It was probably more just play-calling.” 

•

There are obvious holes in what both Drew and Joe said. Drew’s offense often devolves from what’s 
working–whether it be the share-the-ball philosophy or post-ups for Josh–into Iso-Joe. And Joe, for all 
his talents, just isn’t as effective as Anthony in that situation. 

•

Witness Joe’s forced, missed fadeaway 20-footer with the Hawks down 113-112. Or look at the next 
possession, when Joe dribbled out the shot clock in isolation before passing out to Josh for an airballed 
3-point try. 

•

Joe took three shots in seven fourth-quarter minutes and made three. Marvin Williams, who was hot all 
game, took five shots and made three in 11 minutes. Josh took three shots and missed them all in 11 
minutes. Jeff Teague missed both of his field-goal attempts in seven minutes. 

•

I just don’t see Joe’s gripe here. But I do see that this disconnect could be Atlanta’s undoing in the 
playoffs, and not energy or effort or defense or any of the other things the Hawks tend to attribute to 
their losses. 

•

That’s not to say nothing good came out of this from the Hawks. Aside from 19 turnovers and seven 
missed free throws, the Hawks were about as good as they could be offensively: 54 percent shooting, 
26 fast-break points, 15 of 23 on 3-pointers. The Hawks engaged the Knicks in a high-possession game 
and nearly matched their output. 

•

“We knew they were going to get up-and-down, especially with ‘Melo’ playing the four,” Joe said. 
“They’ve got so many shooters to spread the floor. We didn’t put no force behind it when we was 
guarding him. You have got to make it tough. He’s a scorer in this league.” 

•

“We was getting [offense] from all different angles,” Josh said. “I loved what I saw from Marvin, 
especially the outside jump shots.” 

•

Marvin was nearly flawless: 29 points on 14 shots, 11 rebounds, three blocks, one steal and just one 
turnover. He did a really good job with spacing, catching, and shooting with confidence when the Knicks 
doubled Joe and Josh. 

•

His final dunk attempt missed but it came too late, anyway. The Hawks ran a play similar to the one they 
used to beat the Clippers last season, when Al Horford was decked by Blake Griffin and recovered to 
make two free throws. 

•

“Similar play,” Drew said. “Marvin made the right play. Probably didn’t get there quick enough, but he got 
to the rim and we got the look we wanted.” 

•

Marvin thought Amar’e Stoudemire fouled him. It looked like a clean challenge to me. “I don’t think 
anyone should complain that there was any contact on that last play,” Amare said. 

•
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The Hawks didn’t immediately call timeout after Joe rebounded Anthony’s miss, with Joe instead 
passing to Kirk Hinrich. That cost them 1.5 seconds, which ended up being costly. There didn’t seem to 
be much situational awareness from the bench or the players on the floor. 

•

Marvin did what he could to slow Anthony but it’s tough when Anthony is making those pull-up Js with 
very little air space. “He’s a tough cover when he’s not making that,” Marvin said. “In my mind he’s top 
five, top three best scorers in this league. The things he is able to do is unbelievable.” 

•

Joe had 23 points on 14 shots but couldn’t consistently take advantage of Iman Sumpert’s tight 
defense (even if Shumpert got away with a lot of reaching). Joe tried to get around him with his 
hesitation dribble move but it was ineffective. So Joe often had to resort to making challenge Js, which 
he can do, but it wrecks the offensive flow when he misses. 

•

Josh took some good turns on Melo but never found his offensive flow. In games like this he has to earn 
more than three free-throw attempts. But it’s hard to do that when he’s so slow to make his move that he 
allows the Knicks to poke away the ball. 

•

Baron Davis should not be able to slip past Teague so easily to get to the basket. Teague should be 
able to score 23 points on 14 shots, and he did. 

•

Hinrich’s line (three points on four shots, four assists in 28 minutes) sticks out on a boxscore where so 
many others did much more. 

•

Jannero Pargo led the charge in the second quarter with nine points on five shots. He’s been pretty 
consistent with those outbursts. Pargo’s defense has been good this season but not today. 

•

Tracy McGrady is having a career-worst season on long 2s. That’s not so costly when he’s playmaking 
and rebounding but he didn’t do much of either today. 

•

I thought Ivan Johnson would make more of an impact in a smallball game like this. •

Melo’s 39 points on 32 shots weren’t so bad for the Hawks. Basically New York’s offense was Melo in 

isolation, Amar’e rolling to the basket (until the Knicks forgot about him late) and Landry Fields catching

-and-shooting. 

“He took 32 [shots] to get them,” Drew said. “I’m happy about that. I told our guys before the game, 
when you play guys who are high-volume scorers and big-time scorers you make a decision what you 
want to do against them and we carry the same approach against all scorers. Similar to how we play 
Dwight Howard, we try to defend him as best we can one-on-one and try to lock in on the other guys. 
Our problem is we didn’t lock in on the other guys.” 

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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